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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 1 

Q. What is your name and business address?   2 

A. My name is Geoffrey C. Crandall.  My business address is MSB Energy Associates, Inc., 3 

6907 University Avenue, #162, Middleton, Wisconsin 53562.   4 

 5 

Q. On whose behalf are you testifying today?   6 

A. I am testifying on behalf of the Environmental Law and Policy Center. 7 

 8 

Q. Please describe your background and experience in the field of gas and electric 9 

utility regulation.   10 

A. I am a principal and the Vice President of MSB Energy Associates, Inc.  I have over 39 11 

years of experience in utility regulatory issues, including energy efficiency, conservation 12 

and load management resources program design and implementation, resource planning, 13 

restructuring, mergers, fuel, purchase power and gas cost recovery and planning analysis, 14 

and related issues.  I have provided expert testimony before more than a dozen public 15 

utility regulatory bodies throughout the United States.  I have provided expert testimony 16 

before the United States Congress on several occasions. 17 

 18 

My experience includes over 15 years of service on the Staff of the Michigan Public 19 

Service Commission (MPSC).  In my tenure at the MPSC, I served as an analyst in the 20 

Electric Division (Rates and Tariff section) involving rate as well as fuel and purchase 21 

power cases.  I also served as the Technical Assistant to the Chief of Staff and Supervisor 22 

of the Energy Conservation Section involving residential and commercial energy 23 
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efficiency programs.  I also served as the Division Director of the Industrial, Commercial 24 

and Institutional Division.  In that capacity, I was Director of the Division that had 25 

responsibility for the energy efficiency and conservation program design, funding, and 26 

implementation of Michigan utility and DOE-funded programs and initiatives involving 27 

Industrial, Commercial and Institutional gas and electric customers throughout Michigan. 28 

  29 

In 1990, I became employed by MSB Energy Associates, Inc. and have served clients 30 

throughout the United States on numerous projects related to energy efficiency and load 31 

management program development, system planning, fuel, purchase power and gas cost 32 

recovery assessments, electric restructuring, customer impact analyses, and other issues.  33 

My curriculum vitae are attached as ELPC Exhibit 1.1.   34 

 35 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?   36 

A. The purpose of my testimony is to address the reasonableness of the North Shore Gas 37 

Company’s and Peoples Gas and Light Company’s (“NS” and “PGL”, together the 38 

“Companies”) application seeking approval of its Second Triennial Energy Efficiency 39 

Plan (“Plan 2”) covering the period June 1, 2014 through May 31, 2017.  40 

 41 

Q.  What conclusions have you reached regarding the Companies’ proposed Plan 2? 42 

A. I believe that the Companies have made a good faith effort in developing the plan.  My 43 

major concern regarding the Companies’ proposed plan is that it fails to accomplish the 44 

statutorily mandated energy savings targets for the three-year period.  I also have a 45 

number of concerns regarding individual elements of the plan. The Commission should 46 
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direct the Companies to modify Plan 2 to address the following concerns, as described in 47 

more detail below:  48 

1. The Commission should require the Companies to conduct a wasted energy 49 

analysis.  50 

2. The Commission should reject the Companies proposal to mandate a spillover 51 

analysis as a pre-condition to using a free ridership assessment in deriving net-to-52 

gross values in the program evaluation process. The Commission should adopt the 53 

net-to-gross framework proposed in ELPC Exhibit 1.2 54 

3. The Commission should reject the Companies proposal to allow an adjustable 55 

savings goal based on measure savings changes reflected in the TRM.  56 

   57 

The Companies’ proposed Plan 2 fails to meet statutory energy savings targets 58 

Q. Will the Companies’ Energy Efficiency programs proposed in Plan 2 meet the 59 

statutory therm energy savings targets?   60 

A. No.  The Companies estimate that therm savings impacts resulting from implementation 61 

of Plan 2 will not meet the statutory therm goals.  Plan 2 covers Program Year 4  62 

(“PY4”), commencing June 1, 2014, PY5 and PY6, ending May 31, 2017. 63 

 64 

 The Companies indicated in Plan 2 (Table 2A and Table 2B, page 16) that the proposed 65 

plans statutory therm goals (excluding the Department of Commerce and Economic 66 

Opportunity portion) are 42,100,674 therms and 8,325,537 therms total over the PY4, 67 

PY5 and PY6 period, respectively for PGL and NS.  The Companies project that PGL 68 

will attain 24,612,178 therms and NS will attain 5,543,116 therms over the same period.  69 
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Thus the Companies are projecting that Plan 2 will achieve only 58% and 67% of the 70 

statutory savings goal for PGL and NS, respectively. 71 

 72 

Q. Do you believe Peoples and North Shore sufficiently justify their reduced targets? 73 

A. No, because the Companies have failed to adequately consider additional savings 74 

potential.  75 

 76 

Q. Are the economic energy efficiency savings potentials even greater than identified 77 

by the Companies? 78 

A. Probably yes.  The economic, maximum achievable and program achievable energy 79 

efficiency is built from the bottom up – starting with technical potential.  The energy 80 

efficiency potential described by the Companies represents the technological efficiency 81 

opportunities.   82 

 83 

 Based on a groundbreaking analysis recently completed by ComEd, it is likely that there 84 

are also significant behavioral efficiency opportunities as well.   85 

 86 

Q. Please explain. 87 

A. ComEd undertook a study of energy waste including behavioral waste, which is 88 

described in Appendix E (residential) and Appendix F (commercial and industrial) to 89 

ComEd’s Plan 3 filing (Docket 13-0495).  ELPC Exhibit 1.3.  The study identified waste 90 

(opportunities for improved efficiency of energy use) as technology waste and behavioral 91 

waste.  Using cooling as an example, technology waste would be higher using an 92 
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inefficient air conditioner rather a more efficient air conditioner. Behavioral waste would 93 

be that associated with setting the cooling temperature at a low level or leaving it run 94 

when not needed or the building is vacant.  The energy saving potential of improvements 95 

in technology and in behavior each is dependent on which comes first - turning off an air 96 

conditioner when not needed will save more energy if the air conditioner is inefficient 97 

rather than it is highly efficient.  98 

 99 

 ComEd’s study shows that the inclusion of behavior waste in addition to technology 100 

waste can significantly increase the energy efficiency potential over that identified in the 101 

analysis of technology improvements alone and summarizes the technology and 102 

behavioral waste associated with significant residential end uses.  Using residential 103 

cooling (Table 3-1 on page 8 of Appendix E in ComEd’s filing) as the example, the 104 

average household (with air conditioning) on ComEd’s system uses 1,351 kWh per year.  105 

Only 37% of that is efficient usage, i.e., not wasted.  Technology waste is 33%, while the 106 

behavioral waste (assuming the technology is made efficient first) is the remaining 30%.  107 

On a system-wide basis, in this example of ComEd’s study’s findings, even after doing 108 

the technological cooling improvements an additional reduction equal to 91% of the 109 

technological cooling improvements would still be possible due to behavioral 110 

improvements.  This is a substantial reduction in energy use on residential cooling due to 111 

behavioral improvements where the technology was improved first. 112 

 113 

 However, the effect of behavioral improvements is much greater if those improvements 114 

are applied to customers who did not first install energy efficient cooling technologies.  If 115 
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a behavioral improvement was made by customers who did not install energy efficient air 116 

conditioning technologies, the savings would be about 38% for ComEd system wide.  117 

 118 

Q. What is the relevance of this “wasted energy” study to the Companies Energy 119 

Efficiency Plans? 120 

A. Even though this analysis was targeted toward electricity customers in Illinois, it is 121 

applicable in this docket because Illinois customers who are using air conditioning 122 

systems and set back thermostats would also use natural gas heating systems and set back 123 

thermostats, gas water heaters in the same buildings. I believe that the Companies should 124 

conduct a similar analysis for its service territory to assist it in designing and 125 

implementing effective energy efficiency resource programs.   126 

 127 

Q. What are the implications of this behavioral waste component? 128 

A. There are two major implications.  First, for customers who upgrade their technologies, 129 

also addressing behavioral waste can save substantial amounts of energy in addition to 130 

that already included in the bottom-up approaches to assessing energy efficiency 131 

potential.  The Companies used a bottom-up approach (i.e., based on identification of 132 

technologies that were used to develop system wide impact estimates).  133 

Programmatically, this would suggest that the Companies’ program effectiveness could 134 

be improved by including a strong behavioral component in addition to the technology 135 

component.   136 

 137 
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 Second, customers who do not upgrade their technologies may nonetheless achieve large 138 

savings from behavioral improvements.  Programmatically, this would suggest programs 139 

aimed at behavioral waste for customers who may not be motivated by the technology 140 

potential.   141 

 142 

 The bottom line is that the identification of behavioral waste, and the development of 143 

programs to address it would probably tap into a much larger energy efficiency resource 144 

than was contemplated assessing the technology efficiencies in the bottoms-up planning 145 

and program design approaches used by the Companies.   146 

 147 

Q. How much potential to reduce energy waste beyond the technology energy waste 148 

was identified by the Companies? 149 

A. An analysis similar to the ComEd study would have to be performed by the Companies to 150 

determine the potential behavioral waste savings not previously identified.  However, 151 

ComEd’s results suggest that additional saving potential related to behavioral waste 152 

would exist for the Companies.  Tapping the behavioral energy waste resource would 153 

help the Companies achieve their statutory targets. 154 

 155 

Q. Are there actions that could be taken by the Companies and the Commission to tap 156 

this energy efficiency potential? 157 

A. Yes.  The Commission should require that the Companies conduct such an analysis 158 

within six months and include consideration of that assessment in its programs for year 2 159 

of this Plan.   160 
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NET TO GROSS FRAMEWORK 161 

Q. What is a net to gross (NTG) assessment? 162 

A.  A NTG assessment estimates and separates the projected gross energy savings from the 163 

naturally occurring and directly attributable program-induced savings to determine a NTG 164 

value. Determining an energy efficiency program’s NTG value is an important factor to be 165 

considered in program design, monitoring and evaluation because a NTG value reflects the 166 

bona fide energy savings resulting from an energy efficiency program. Consideration of 167 

external influences, e.g., free riders (those program participants who would have secured 168 

the energy efficiency products on their own without the encouragement or utilization of 169 

financial incentives and program activities) and spillover impacts (non-participating 170 

customers whom the program influenced to take actions to save energy even though they 171 

did not directly receive financial incentives or participate in the program). The 172 

determination of the (ex post) NTG value is not known until an analysis is done on the 173 

actual program which therefore means results will not be available until after the program 174 

has been in operation. 175 

 176 

Q. Over the past several years has there been an effort to revise the Illinois NTG 177 

methodology and application impacting both gas and electric energy efficiency 178 

portfolios?  179 

A. Yes. The SAG developed a revised framework in cooperation with trade allies and the 180 

utilities. That framework provides for the application of the NTG ratios as they become 181 

available, predominantly on a prospective basis. A key element in this procedure is that 182 

once the evaluation team renders its opinion and SAG reviews and agrees on an 183 
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appropriate NTG value for a program, the information is applied to the program as soon as 184 

possible and in most cases on a prospective basis. Therefore, program managers are able to 185 

realign incentives e.g., rebate levels offered for various measures in an effort to minimize 186 

free ridership to better meet program goals and improve program effectiveness. 187 

 188 

Q. Did you participate in development of this revision to the Illinois NTG application 189 

and methodology?  190 

A. Yes. I have been involved in the SAG process of developing a revised NTG framework. 191 

While there was no resolution of the revised framework as of the time that the Companies 192 

filed their Plan in this case, a revised NTG framework was agreed to by many SAG non-193 

utility participants. The key elements of the revised NTG framework are attached. See 194 

ELPC Exhibit 1.2. 195 

 196 

Q. Is the newly developed Illinois NTG framework similar to what the Companies are 197 

proposing be applied to it in this case?  198 

A. No. The Companies are asking for different treatment with respect to free ridership, and 199 

spillover. The Companies indicated they did not want to be subjected to a net to gross 200 

methodology that included free ridership but not spillover.  These proposed methodology 201 

revisions have not been addressed at either the SAG or Technical Advisory Committee 202 

meetings that I am aware of.  Any effort to eliminate free ridership from being analyzed in 203 

major programs would be ill advised. The purpose of the net to gross analysis is to gauge 204 

the savings being produced by particular programs given the marketplace, federal 205 

standards, rebate levels, measures selected, and other factors. Many of these key factors are 206 
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within the control of the energy efficiency program designers and implementers. 207 

 208 

Q. Do you agree with the Staff on its Docket No. 13-0495 proposal regarding net to gross 209 

methodology? 210 

A.  Staff worked with SAG and developed a timeline for a sequence of events that would lead 211 

to the establishment of NTG values on or before March 1 of each year.  The framework is 212 

similar to the framework the Attorneys Generals Office and ELPC support. I agree with 213 

most aspects of the Staff’s proposal regarding a statewide net to gross framework.  The one 214 

difference of opinion I have with Staff on this is the SAG voting concerns articulated by 215 

the Staff.  Those parties that have been active SAG participants have spent considerable 216 

resources to actively participate in the very worthwhile SAG process.  SAG is designed to 217 

advise program implementers, utilities, trade allies and the Commission and has never been 218 

intended to be the Trier of fact.  It serves an important advisory function, which at times 219 

can be technical and complex.  This forum affords the Commission a unique and 220 

constructive resource to address significant Section 8-103 and Section 8-104 issues outside 221 

of an evidentiary setting.  The SAG has not been exclusionary in nature and provides 222 

ample opportunity for input by stakeholders and others who have an occasional interest in 223 

issues that arise from time to time. Given the history and complexity of the net to gross 224 

methodology I believe that the framework and SAG approach to this issue, as described in 225 

Exhibit ELPC 1.2 is reasonable and appropriate.    226 

 227 

 228 
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Q. What do you recommend regarding the Companies request regarding net to gross 229 

methodology for its Plan?  230 

A. I believe that the Commission should require that the best available information be used 231 

for the EMV analyses and reject the Companies proposal to pre-condition a spillover 232 

assessment being required prior to including any free ridership impacts for the Plan 2 233 

programs.  The Commission should adopt the net to gross framework that has been 234 

developed by the SAG, which was submitted in conjunction with dockets 13-0495, 13-235 

0498 and 13-0499.  The determination of this important valuation and measurement 236 

methodology will be useful in the development, implementation and evaluations of 237 

energy efficiency programs in Illinois. If the Commission declines to adopt the attached 238 

proposed framework (with the reasonable slight timing adjustments suggested by the 239 

Staff), it could adopt the compromise offered by NRDC in Docket 13-0495.  In this 240 

approach, if the SAG does not reach a consensus by the March 1 deadline, the 241 

independent evaluators would attempt to resolve the problem by recommending NTG 242 

values after considering the views, opinions and reasons offered in discussions with SAG 243 

participants.  The NRDC suggestion has merit and could be a reasonable adjustment to 244 

the proposed framework. 245 

 246 

TRM CHANGES 247 

Q. What is a realization rate?  248 

A. A realization rate is a comparison of observed, measured or evaluated information to 249 

original estimated savings. Evaluations may include multiple realization rates (e.g., energy 250 

realization rate, demand realization rate, etc.). A realization rate is typically used to adjust 251 
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Gross Savings (Gross energy or demand savings resulting directly from an energy 252 

efficiency measure based on projected or measured impact) to Adjusted Gross Savings, 253 

which reflects adjustments such as: errors with data, persistence, interactive effects, in-254 

service rate, etc 255 

 256 

Q. Do you have concerns regarding the Companies’ request for creation of an 257 

“Adjustable Savings Goal”?  258 

A. On page 25 of Mr. Mark’s direct testimony he requests that the Commission allow an 259 

“Adjustable Savings Goal” for the Companies Plan savings targets and relates to the 260 

impact of the TRM. In the event that there are changes to the savings values for energy 261 

efficiency measures (emanating from the TRM process) the Companies are seeking 262 

authorization to modify their overall portfolio savings targets to reflect TRM measure 263 

changes on a retroactive basis.  Allowing adjustable savings targets would insulate the 264 

Companies and program implementers from risk of TRM improvements related to 265 

updating measure savings values.  As new and more accurate information becomes 266 

available for energy efficiency measures the TRM should be updated to reflect the 267 

improved accuracy. The proposed adjustable savings goals is not a reasonable procedure 268 

because the Companies and its implementation contactors have the ability and managerial 269 

flexibility to increase the emphasis on other measures, programs and incentives (within the 270 

operating budget) to optimize the Plan savings overall and meet the overall portfolio 271 

targets. The proposed “adjustable savings goal” concept does not appear to be reasonable 272 

and should not be approved. 273 

  274 
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HOME ENERGY REPORTS PROGRAM 275 

Q. During your review of the Companies proposed Plan 2 did you find that the 276 

Companies have proposed a behavior-based program for the Plan period?   277 

A. Yes.  The Companies are proposing the use of a residential Home Energy Reports 278 

program.  This program has been identified and developed to encourage residential 279 

customers to save energy through behavioral modification. Under the standard approach 280 

to this program, customers receive home energy reports but have the ability to opt out.   281 

 282 

Q. Could you describe your opinions on residential behavior based energy efficiency 283 

programs?   284 

A. Residential energy efficiency behavior programs rely on home energy report cards to 285 

customers comparing their usage to other similar customers.  The intent of these 286 

programs is to motivate the recipients to compete with their neighbors to reduce energy 287 

use.  The results vary with jurisdiction and utility, but based on the reported savings 288 

estimates energy reductions in the range of 1% to 3% should be realized.  This is 289 

occurring for the treatment group while the messaging is taking place, i.e., during the 290 

time the customer is receiving the report card.  One of the concerns with residential 291 

behavior programs is the persistence of savings.  To increase persistence of savings, the 292 

energy saving behavior must be ingrained.  The longer that the customer receives report 293 

cards, the higher probability that the energy saving behavior will be ingrained.   294 

 295 

 296 
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Q. What could be done to encourage the persistence of the savings of a Home Energy 297 

Reports program? 298 

A. Generally speaking, energy efficiency programs that include long-lived energy efficiency 299 

improvements produce more consistent savings over time.  More efficient end use 300 

devices use less energy to provide the same level of service and therefore, energy savings 301 

is locked in when measures and thermal shell improvements are made.  302 

 303 

Q. What are your recommendations?   304 

A. I recommend that the Commission require the Companies establish a high priority 305 

objective to connect customers participating in the Home Energy Report program to the 306 

Companies prescriptive rebates and other energy efficiency programs (Home Energy 307 

Jump Start and Home Energy Rebate programs) resulting in the installation of long 308 

lasting energy efficiency measures and hardware.  309 

 310 

Additional Financial Support For Programs in the Plan 311 

Q. Have all remedies been exhausted by the Companies in terms of assisting customers 312 

in obtaining funding for energy efficiency resources? 313 

A. No, the proposed plan does not reflect that as being the case. 314 

 315 

Q. Do customers have sufficient access to funding to make energy efficiency 316 

improvements? 317 

A. No. There is an extensive amount of untapped economic efficiency potential that has 318 

been documented by the Companies in this filing. Access to capital and funding to secure 319 
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energy efficiency improvements has long been a major barrier to the implementation of 320 

energy efficiency resources.  321 

 322 

Q. Have the Companies demonstrated that they are doing all that can be done to meet 323 

the statutory energy savings targets within the projected budget? 324 

A. No. For example, the Companies rely heavily on loans and cash incentives - e.g., 325 

prescriptive and custom rebates to obtain energy efficiency savings for its proposed 326 

programs. While rebates and loans are a proven method to stimulate customer 327 

participation in these programs, other consumer incentives exist but are not proposed in 328 

this plan. 329 

 330 

Q.   What financial incentives are being used by other implementers to promote energy 331 

efficiency that were not included in the Companies’ plans? 332 

A. The Companies plans do not include the use of third party performance contracts. I would 333 

note that DCEO includes performance contracting for public sector customers in its 334 

approaches to promoting customer adoption of energy efficiency measures. DCEO’s 335 

inclusion of performance contracting is a positive approach to encouraging the adoption 336 

of energy efficient technologies. Under performance contracting it is common that 337 

arrangements are made with a third party to provide the capital to retrofit a building and 338 

provide energy efficiency improvements. Payments by the end use customer to the third 339 

party are then are usually arranged to be less than the amount of savings that is realized 340 

by the customer resulting from the reduction of their energy costs. A positive cash flow is 341 

usually realized by participating customers. Performance contracting to promote energy 342 
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efficiency is a long established approach and is widely used. In response to ELPC Data 343 

Request 1.47, attached as ELPC Exhibit 1.4 the Companies indicated that they are willing 344 

to work with customers who are pursuing performance contracting.  345 

 346 

Q. Are there other examples of financial incentives for energy efficiency measures that 347 

have not been included in the Companies plan 2? 348 

A. Yes. The Companies have not included in the concept of energy efficiency leasing energy 349 

efficiency measures. Utilities elsewhere have offered leases on water heaters and other 350 

energy efficiency equipment.  351 

 352 

Q. Are there yet additional energy efficiency customer financial incentives that have 353 

not been included in the Companies plan? 354 

A. Yes. A Tariff based approach is not included in the Companies Plan to promote increased 355 

energy efficiency. A Kansas Utility has used this approach since 2007 (Midwest Energy’s 356 

How$mart
®
 program) and has been running a program that includes an initial on-premise 357 

audit and (after the customer selects a contractor) the installation of energy efficiency 358 

measures e.g. heating systems, geothermal loop projects, air sealing and insulation and 359 

lighting retrofits. This program includes the installation of measures in residential, 360 

multifamily properties as well as rental units. The tariff is designed to be less than the 361 

savings that will result from the use and installation of energy efficiency measures. 362 

Therefore, the customer typically realizes a positive cash flow from the beginning of the 363 

arrangement.  364 

 365 
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Q. What are you recommending that the Commission do with respect to enhancing 366 

financial incentives to increase overall plan savings?  367 

A. I recommend that the Commission instruct the Staff to conduct a workshop and that the 368 

Companies and the SAG review and prepare recommendations (within one year) to the 369 

Commission regarding the viability of supporting and/or offering performance 370 

contracting, tariff based programs, leasing and other alternatives to promote the 371 

acquisition energy efficiency resources.  372 

 373 

Q. Does this complete your testimony? 374 

A. Yes. 375 


